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I NCE TilE LOWER-FREQUENCY AMATEUR BANDS

were opened for mobile operation in 1948, such
operation has been becoming increasingly popu

lar, and within the limitations imposed by restricted
antenna size, 75 meters particularly has given an
excellent account of itself. The relative freedom
from ignition noise, and consistent daytime range
extending out to two or three hundred miles with no
dead . pots and little shadow effect or fading is in
deed a revelation to the tea-meter mobile operator.

Unfortunately, such results are not achieved with
out solvigg a number of problems, particularly those
involved in obtaining an electrically satisfactory
antenna installation that does not require an advance
crew to remove overhead wires, tree limbs and such.

Many 7S-mobile antennas of radical design, some
wondrous to behold, have been constructed, but after
the novelty wea rs off, the old standby, a seven or
eight-foot whip, usually wins out from pure mechanl
cal simplicity. If it is properly loaded, about the only
thing that can beat it is a longer whip (perish the
thought) or the big antenna on the home station. It
is that lit tle phrase "properly loaded", however, that
tr ips the unwary. Although center loading and top
loading have some theoretical advantage over base
loading, the increase in efficiency is small compared.
to the difficulty of moving the coil very far up the
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antenna. A short extension below the loading coil
may be justi fied for special installations, such as on
a panel truck or a sta tion wagon where it is de
sirable to raise the coil to get it clear of the body,
but on the usual passenger car, it has little ad
vantage.

But to start with fundamentals : An eight-foot
whip, at 4 me, mounted well up on an automobile,
has very troublesome electrical characteristics. \Vhat
it factual ly Jooks like to the transmitter and loading
system is a resistor of approximately 1.5 ohms, with
a capacitor of approximately 2S IJ.lJ.f connected in
series with it. The I.S ohms represents the radiation
resistance. the thing we want to put our power into,
and the capacitance is just in the way. All of the
current into the t.S-ohm resistance must flow through
the 2S JlJlf capacitance. That is unfortunate, for the
reactance of that capacitance is some 1590 ohms. If
we don't let phases trip us UP. we can apply Ohm's
law to current through reac tance as well as through
resistance, so let's see what it takes to push a few
watts into the radiation resistance of our antenna.
Suppose we start at the receiving end, and assume a
current of 2 amperes in the antenna. 12R tells us that
this represents 6 watts in the 1.5 ohm radiation re
sistance of the antenna. These are good watts, the
ones that do the work. But to put that 2 amperes
through the J590 ohms of capacitive reactance take a
radio-frequency voltage of 2 x J59O, or 3180 voltsl
And that voltage appears on the entire length of the
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whip, above the loading coil. Now you sec why good
insulation is imperative. Although there is nothing
dangerous about that voltage, since it is radio
frequency and the regulation is extremely poor,
getting it to put on the antenna takes some doing.

Of course the first thing we think about when we
have some reactance we don't like is to tune it out,
and that is exactly what we do in this casco We
wind a coil having 1590 ohms of irsductiv~ reactance,
and connect it in series with the antenna. Properly
adjusted, this very effectively tunes out the 1590
ohms of cotacitivt reactance of the antenna, and if
it were a perfect cell, all that would be left for the
happy transmitter to look at would be the 1.5 ohms
of antenna resistance. This doesn't mean that the
3180 volts arc no longer required-they are just pro
duced by the series resonance of the loading coil and
the antenna capacitance. They appear not only on
the antenna. but across the loading coil as well.
Even the Iron Curtain boys don't claim to have in
vented a perfect coil. however, and all physically
realizable ones have resistance as well as reactance
altogether too much of it to make us really happy.
The ratio of reactance to resistance of a coil is
given the symbol 0; a coil haYing a reactance of
200 ohms and a resistance of 2 ohms is said to have
a 0 of 100. The first loading coil wound at WZCVV
had a Q of 1150, which meant that with a reactance
of 1590 oIun. the resistance was 1590/1150, or ap
proximately ten ohms. Since we have tuned out all
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the reactance, what we have left is actually the 1.5
ohm radiation resistance of the antenna. fed through
the ten-ohm resistance of the loading coil.

Going back to the two amperes of antenna cur
rent we assumed to start with. pushing it through
that ten ohms will soak up 40 watts, all dissipated
as heat in the loading coil, and doing no one any
good.

Thus with a base loading coil baving a 0 of 160,
and that is about what the usual ones run. to put
6 watts into the antenna we have to have a total
output of 46 watts from our transmitter, well be
yond the capability of the usual mobile Installation.
Our coupling efficiency, neglecting such variables as
ground resistance and miscellaneous lossea, is only
about 13%. To improve this efficiency requires either
increasing the radiation resistance of the antenna or
decreasing the resistance of the loading coil. The
antenna resistance is pretty well determined by its
length, however, and nothing much can be done
about it. within practical limitation, so the problem
nicely resolves itself into that of building a better
loading coil. Figurr 1 curve ( G) Is plotted to show
the variation of coupling efficiency with Tarious
values of Joading coil O.

A study of the rather meagre literature on the
design of high-O coils disclosed some iaterestinc
facts, not all of them favorable to our proj ect :

1. In general, the larger the coil. u.umin,. • eood
form factor, the higher the O. •
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antenna that the old one would, a substantial im
provement and much easier than doubling the power
of the mobile transmitter.

One of the penalties that must be paid for high Q
and high efficiency in the loading coil is that the
tuning becomes extremely sha rp. It is thus necessary
to adj ust the loading accurately, and to r eadj ust it
for each significant change in operating fr equency .
To put this in practical terms, if th e frequency is
shi fted plus or minus 5 kc without reloading, no
appreciable loss will result; 10 kc, and the output
and plate current will sta rt to drop off ; 15 or 20 kc,
and performance will seriously suffer. O bvious ly
some convenient means must be provided for ad
justing the loading coil or some other portion of the
circuit to tune out exactly the antenna reactance at
each frequency sett ing. A very slight adj ustment of
the loading coil inductance would take care of thi s,
but with a high-Q sealed loading coil, such adj ust
ment is hardly practical.

A tuning capacitor in series with the loading coil
is frequently used, but at considerable loss in effi
ciency. T he way it works, an oversize loading coil is
used, and the excess inductance in it is tuned out by
the variable capacito r. Increasing the loading coil
inductance to provide someth ing for the capacito r
to tune out increases it s resistance also, however , and
the antenna current must flow through the total re
sistance. Curve ( b) in Fig. 1 shows the resulting
loss in efficiency, plotted against coil Q. It assumes
a 100 '"'lAf sett ing of the variable capacito r . Note how
much lower it is than curve (a) . A much larger
capacitor than 100 J.l. J.l. f would, of course, reduce th e
loss, since it would require less excess inductance in
the coil, but a series variable capacitor does not
seem to be the easiest way to do the job.

(Continued on page 56)
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Figure 1.
2. Once the size of the form is established. the

optimum wire size is somewhat smaller than
the largest that will give the necessary number
of turns in the space available. In other word s.
use smaller wire and space the turns.

3. Reasonable liberties can be taken with form
factor, and since a long stirn coil can be more
easily mounted on a car than a squat fat one.
some departure from the opt imum dimensions
can be tolerated, although of course very long
slim designs should be avoided.

\Vith these rather nebulous design cri teria in mind,
a number of dry maple forms were turned out, and
quite a few experimental coils wound. The results
were disappointing-it seemed that the best ones had
a Q of 180. Although dry wood is supposed to have
reasonably low loss, it was eventually found that
"reasonably low" just wa sn't good enough. Trans
ferring one of the windings having a Q of 180 from
the wood form to one of polystyrene immediately in
creased the Q to over 300.

The final coil design, is shown in the photograph,
and Fig. 2 shows its construction in more detail. The
core is a piece of 1-i" diameter polystyrene r od.
undercut and threaded to take the winding of # 18
wire spaced 16 turns per inch. The end fittings are
made from brass, and securely anchored to the core
by threading into it and then staking with a #8
screw tapped through the brass wa sher and on into
the polystyrene. The fittings are threaded to ac
commodate the antenna and mounting spring that
will be used. After final adjustment, the entire coil
is covered by a poly sleeve, li" inside diameter .
slipped on and cemented in place. B~ sure to do a
ca reful job of cementing, since other wise the coil
will "breathe" and water will condense inside.

This final coil has a Q of wetI over 300----com
pared to the original coi l, with a Q of 160. it has a
coupling effic iency of over 22% instead of 13% . W ith
the same transmitter input, it witl deliver almost
twice the power into the radiation resistance of the•
22 CQ
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and using this value of resistance when the lamp
was not opera ting at its full ratings.

Since these measurements were made at 60
cycles, where stray capacity effects are negligible,
care should be taken when the lamps are used at
radio frequencies, especially at frequencies above
10 me. Leads should be as short as possible and
should be brought away from the tank " coiJl at
right angles. t

It may thus be seen that by using Figs. 2 and 3,1
the power output and efficiency of a radio t rans":
mitter may easily be found j while Figs. 4 and 5
may be used to find the resistance of a tamp bulb
when the current flowing through it is known.

(from pog. 31)

would be difficult to determine the percentage of
the total current flowing through anyone branch.

Identical units, on the other hand, may be paral
leled. In this case the total current is divided b>'i
the number of branches and the power found for"
each branch. This branch power is then multiplied
by the number of branches to find the total Power
dissipated.

It should be noted that the ratio of hot to cold
resi stance varies by a factor of at least two. Thus
one would be in considerable er ror to measure the
resistance of the lamp with an ohmmeter when it
was cold and use this value of resistance when the
tamp is hot. Similarly, one would be in er ror to
find the resistance of the lamp by taking the lamp
ratings and applying the formula ,

LIGUT B ULBS

LOADING COli,
(from pog. ZZ)

By making the loading coil smaller .than required,
and then adding a variable inductor in series for ad
justment, losses are not appreciably increased. Many
transmitters used for 7S mobile, such as the BC..(i96: .
already have a continuously-variable loading coil of
the trolley wheel type built into them, and are a
natural for this method of adjustment. Similar van.
able coils are available on the surplus market and
can be added to transmitters lacking them. If a

amplitude. This is the case of condition 2. As these
air masses may be moving from west to east at
an average speed of say 15 miles an hour. it is
easy to visualize how the moving Mils and valleys
of the discontinuity boundary may effect the multi
path reflections and account for OX signals fading
up and down from 0 to 59 during a 0 50 .

( T his completes part B of a series of articles by
u -. Underhill on VHF Radl'o Wave Propagation.
Part 3 utill discuss in greater detail the influence
of the troposphere on 'V.h.f. band conditions, and
'Will also set forth the latest ideas on prl'diction of
band opl'ni"gs.)
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In this brand-new edition the authors, George
E. Sterling, Commissioner, Federal Communi
cations Commissions, and Robert B. Monroe,
~3:dio Engineer, Columbia Broadcasting Sys..
tem, give you the detailed information you

. need to qualify for work in government and
industry. Basic principles are simple and clear

10.- ;, \ ly explained. All necessary computations are
illust rated by fully worked examples that re..
quire no mathematical knowledge beyond arith
metic. The duties of the operator of any type
of installation are set forth explicitly and fully.
H undreds of diagrams, photographs and charts
show every detail of const ruc tion and wiring.
From the first page to the last this brand-new

-.,. . working manual gives the most complete,
authoritative information on all up-to-date
radio equipment.
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(from pogt 4 )

gation conditions are big cause, and the club are
finally adjourning for the evening.

Next morning a wee small voice keep talking
to me, telling me that maybe last night are some
thing different from just a hot DX night. so I
finally taking the antenna matching network and
connecting it to my small portable r ig, and tuning
it up on my half-wave antenna. The antenna are
reely sopping up the RF out of the final, so I
deciding to give it a try on the band. I turn on
the receiver, tune across the band, and find noth
ing on except two locals practising see-w and
one or two weak \ V9's calling seek..you. Still in
the experimental mood, 1 connecting the receiver
antenna terminals to matching network, and again
listen across band.

H on. Ed., sensational is the word. Superstupen
dous is a better one. You wouldn't believing it .
The first thing I hearing is two VKs having rag
chew. T he nex t cupple kilocycles are running into
a round table of Gs holding their afternoon tea
and crummpit session. A re even finding call with
prefi xes I having to look up in DX Log. After
shock are wea ring off a bit, I rushing and phoning
all ham friends, local broadcast engineers, and are
even about to call local PeC inspector before

separate coil is used. the closer it is mounted. to the
antenna the better. In any case, since the fixed toad
ing coil has a higher Q than the variable one, it
should be carefully adjusted to tune with the vari
able at minimum inductance on the highest fre
quency. and then inductance added in the variable to
work on lower frequencies in the band.

It is important that stray capacity to ground be
yond the loading coil be kept to a minimum-that is
the basic reason for mounting the coil out in the
weather, and letting it form the bottom part of the
antenna itself. Even a very small amount of capacity
wi11 cause increased loading coil loss, since the high
voltage appearing beyond the coil wilt produce high
current in even a few micromicrofarads. An addi
tional 2S J.llJ.f will double the capacity into which the
loading coil looks, and double the current through
the loading coil for the same radiated power. Of
course, since this capacity combines with the 2S f.lJLf
antenna capacity to make 50 f.lJ.1f, of some 800 ohms
instead of 1590 for the loading coil to tune out, it
requires only half the loading coil inductance, and
the resistance of the coil goes down to half what it
was. But the Joss in the coil goes down only directly
with its reduced resistance white it increases as the
square of the increased current. Curve (c ) of Fig. 1
shows the effect of 30 Jl~lf of stray capacity on
coupling efficiency. This is about the minimum
strays to be expected if the loading coil is mounted
inside the trunk of a car . If RG-8/U or similar line
is used to connect between the loading coil and the
antenna, even more stray capacity wiU be encoun
tered-RG-8IU is 29.5 1'1'1 per fooL,

Moral :
Use the longest antenna you can get away with.
Build the best loading coil you can.
Mount it in the clear.
Tune it by ser ies inductance.


